FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
Who would use a Portable Stage?
Schools, sports & social clubs, councils, pubs, night clubs, theatre groups,
universities and fashion designers are among those who use our Stages.
How do I purchase or order a Stage?
You can purchase a Stage from us by emailing or speaking to one of our
friendly Sales Team members.
What things do I need to consider when buying a Stage?
Who will use and assemble the Stage, what will the Stage be used for, what
finish on the Stage decks are required and what is the best Stage System for
me?
How long will it take to deliver a new stage?
Most of our Stages are dispatched within 21-28 working days after placement of
order. Freight to different parts of Australia takes varying amounts of time, but
we can advise on this on request.
I’m interstate from Select Staging Concepts - Can I still buy a Stage from you?
Yes - We distribute our Stages Austalia wide and even overseas. Distance is not
a problem.
How big do I need my Stage?
This will depend on the intended use of the Stage and how many people would
be on it at one time, as well as the available room both when assembled and
stored away.
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How many people are needed to assemble a Stage?
We recommend two people assemble the QUATTRO and PILOT Portable Stages,
but the DIVA Fold & Roll and the MELBA Fold & Roll are a simple 1 person
assembly.
How is my Stage delivered?
Most of our Stages are delivered by reputable freight companies and hand
unload or tailgate unloads are available if required.
How would I work out how big a Stage I need?
We liase with you to provide the best staging solution for your requirements,
based on our years of experience.
What load ratings to the Stage Systems have?
The QUATTRO and DIVA Stage systems all have a flat load rating of 765kg/metre square, the Pilot is rated at 500kg/metre square. Engineering documents are
available on request.
What else can a Stage by used for?
The use of our Stages is only limited by your imagination. By simply changing
the heights of the legs and the layout our Stages can become Tiered Seating,
Catwalks, Tables, Choir Risers and more.
Storage space is an issue - how does the Stage pack away?
The QUATTRO and PILOT Portable Stages are very compact to store, with up to
20 podiums or 40m2 storing in a 2x1m footprint. These systems use our unique
Storage Trolley Kit, consisting of 4 wheels, a handle and a strap - meaning no
bulky storage of the Trolley when the Stage is set up. The MELBA and DIVA Fold
& Roll’s have an inbuilt folding Trolley making storage and relocation a simple
task.
Could I have a Grand Piano on the stage?
Certainly, our Stages have a load rating of 500-765kg per m2, and the average
Grand Piano weighs around 300-400kgs.
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